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SUMMARY
The objective of this program was to develop a gaseous hydrogen and oxygen flow
controller to be used with the SS/APS thrusters. The flow controller was to
maintain thrust and mixture ratio within ±3 percent over a wide range of pro-
pellant inlet pressures and temperatures.
The program included the investigation of mechanical, electromechanical, and
fluidic related control concepts.* This included system analysis, computer
modeling, and some testing of certain fluidic elements. A hybrid fluidic con-
cept which exhibited early promise was later eliminated because fluidic compo-
ments did not meet required performance. A mechanical concept was then selected
for design and test.
The design of the mechanical flow controller included a unique arrangement of
a temperature-sensitive linear pressure divider circuit which was pneumatically
linked to a pressure spring balanced metering poppet. Testing of the device
demonstrated its operation with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. Results indi-
cated good control at ambient temperatures (±5 percent, GH2). Control accuracy
diminished at the lower temperatures due to adjustment limitations and the need
for fine tunning of the temperature sensitive device. However control within
±10 percent was achieved over a good part of the pressure temperature envelope
(194 to 294 K (350 to 530 R) and 3.45 x 106 N/m2 to 5.17 x 106 N/m2 (500 to 750
psia). Pneumatic response was about 50 milliseconds and thermal response about
300 milliseconds. Stability was controllable with the dashpot design.
It is suggested that further development be accomplished to better tune the
controller to improve its control accuracy. Consideration should be given to
incorporating sonic flow in the outlet venturi to provide independence of
operation from the downstream installation. In addition it is recommended
that the integration of a shutoff feature be explored to obtain a combination
shutoff valve and flow controller.
A separate report covering fluidic related work is contained in Appendix A.
INTRODUCTION
With the consideration of gaseous oxygen and hydrogen propellants for space
shuttle auxiliary propulsion came the need to study some means of controlling
flowrates to the attitude control thrusters. Control requirements were estab-
lished to provide for constant thrust and mixture ratio with appropriate re-
sponse to produce predictable and repeatable impulse for attitude control.
The objective of the program was to devise a flow control system which would
maintain thrust and mixture ratio within ±3 percent over a wide range of pro-
pellant inlet pressures and temperatures as indicated in Table 1 . The flow
control system is located just upstream of the thruster propellant valves as
shown in Fig. 1 . The accumulators as shown are charged by a propellant con-
ditioning system. Their output is regulated by central regulators upstream
of propellant distribution lines. Variations in temperaturd and pressure of
gaseous propellants trapped between closed thruster propellant valves and a
locked up pressure regulator can result from thermal and flow perturbations
witihin the overall system. To obtain accurate and responsive thrust and
mixture ratio, control must be exercised at the thrust chamber valve assembly
inlets. The effects of the lack of control can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3 which
depict thrust and mixture ratio sensitivity to propellant inlet pressure and tem-
perature variations. The impact of mixture ratio ,,ariation on combustion tem-
perature is shown in Fig. 4 . An approximate ±140 K (±250 F) variation in
combustion temperature for a ±10 percent change in mixture ratio is indicated.
TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Propellants GO2 , GH2
Mass Flowrates GO2 1.25 Kg/sec (2.76 lb/sec)
GH2 0.31 Kg/sec (0.69 lb/sec)
Operating Temperature Range 139 to 306 K (250 to 550 R)
Accuracy Thrust and Mixture Ratio ±3 percent
Response 50 msec
Pressure Drop Minimium
Envelope and Weight Minimum
Failure Criteria Fail Safe Open
Maintenance No Maintenance
External Leakage 1 x 10-6 scc/sec GHe
Analysis of the thrust chamber assembly has indicated that there is a unique
inlet pressure for a given inlet temperature which produces the nominal flow-
rate as shown in Fig. 5 . In effect, these data indicate that a device which
can regulate inlet pressure to the thrust chamber assembly as some function
of temperature will deliver a constant flowrate.
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The technical effort was divided into four major tasks: Task I - Propellant
Control Analysis and Conceptual Design, Task II - Propellant Control Fabrica-
tion, Task III - Evaluation Testing, and Task IV - Final Design. An additional
task (V) was provided for reporting. Concepts were developed and evaluated
that can be categorized as: mechanical, electromechanical, and hybrid fluidic.
Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International was responsible for the study of
mechanical and electromechanical devices while Bendix Research Laboratories of
Southfield, Michigan, a subcontractor, investigated fluidic related devices.
Tne report of their work is presented in Appendix A.
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FLOW CONTROL PROGRAM
ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
During the early portion of the program, several concepts were developed which
were thought to have potential for this application. These included two me-
chanical, one electromechanical, and four hybrid fluidic concepts.
The evaluation process which began with concept synthesis and was completed
with concept selection is described by block diagram in Fig. 6 The bread-
board testing was performed for certain critical fluidic elements whose oper-
ating characteristics-did not lend themselves to description by analysis.
Concept Descriptions
Block diagram descriptions of candidate controller concepts are presented in
Fig. 7 and 8 . Mechanical concepts are operated from a pressure balanced
metering device with some means of adjustment for temperature effects. The
electromechanical system utilizes an electronic computer to drive positioning
servos which control the position of throttling sonic venturis. The hybrid
fluidic concepts combine certain fluidic elements with some type of pressure
actuated mechanical metering element.
All controller concepts with the exception of the electromechanical are indi-
vidual controllers in that they control oxygen and hydrogen flows individually
and separately and are linked only by the pressure feedback from the thrust
chamber. The electromechanical concept is a system approach which considers
the temperature and pressure effects of both propellants in the control of the
flow of each propellant. In that sense, its control is coupled.
Mechanical Flow Controller. The mechanical flow controller as depicted in
Fig. 7 consists of a pressure balanced mechanical metering assembly and a tem-
perature sensitive reference pressure circuit. The pressure balanced metering
assembly illustrated in Fig. 9 shows the offsetting effects of the supply pres-
sure, Ps, and bellows pressure, Pb, so that metering element position is pri-
marily dependent on the regulated pressure, P,, and spring force. As the reg-
ulated pressure drops, the metering element tends to open, allowing more flow,
which in turn brings up the regulated pressure. The reverse is also true.
The unique feature of this device is the linear relationship between the sup-
ply pressure and bellows pressure. This is obtained from the circuit shown
in Fig. 10 which consists of a temperature sensitive subsonic orifice in series
with a sonic venturi. The pressure at a point between the two orifices turns
out to be proportional to the supply or inlet pressure. Thus, by nearly bal-
ancing the bellows pressure force, PbAb, against the supply pressure force,
P A, the effects of supply pressure variation are all but removed.
s p'
As the propellant inlet temperature varies, the pintle length changes so that
the ratio of Pb/P s varies as shown in Fig. 11. In effect, as propellant tem-
perature increases, the bellows pressure for a given inlet pressure increases
9
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allowing more flow area for the less dense gas thus maintaining near constant
flow. Combining this reference pressure circuit with the metering assembly
schematic results in the controller schematic in Fig. 12
Mechanical Sonic Flow Controller. The mechanical sonic flow controller also
consists of a pressure reference circuit and a pressure balanced metering
element as shown in Fig. 7 . However, in this case the metering element flows
sonic so that downstream conditions do not impact its operation. The contro-
ler schematic in Fig. 13 shows a shaped movable pintle within a high recovery
sonic venturi. The pintle is pressure actuated by supply (inlet) pressure,
pressure forces on the pintle, and a reference pressure generated by flow
around a linked sonic pintle.
This reference pressure varies with pintle position to balance force changes
on the metering pintle. This reference pressure is further varied by changes
in the inlet pressure to the linked pintle as a result of temperature effects
on the position of the temperature compensating pintle.
Electromechanical Sonic Flow Controller. This controller consists of tempera-
ture and pressure transducers, a special purpose electronic computer circuit,
positioning servos, and throttling sonic venturis as shown in the schematic in
Fig. 14. The system computes an appropriate throttle position based on tem-
perature and pressure measurements of incoming propellants and then drives the
venturi throttling pintles to the related positions. The system is open loop
with respect to thrust and mixture ratio. Because of sonic flow through the
venturis, the controller is decoupled from downstream effects.
The computation process depicted in Fig. 15 takes into account real gas proper-
ties as well as temperature effects on combustion. The system drives both con-
trols simultaneously and is unique in this respect when compared with other
candidate systems.
Hybrid Fluidic Flow Controller - A. This controller, shown schematically in
Fig. 16, utilizes fluidic elements to sense output pressure and generate appro-
piate pressures to drive a pressure-activated mechanical metering element. The
controller is made up of a vortex amplifier, confined jet amplifier, mechanical
metering element, and subsonic orifices.
In operation, if the output pressure, Pr, should exceed the set point, feed-
back to the confined jet amplifier causes increased tangential flow to the
vortex amplifier which impedes primary flow through it and increases back
pressure, Ps', to the mechanical metering element. This increase in pressure
tends to decrease mechanical metering area cutting back on controller flowrate
which will result in output pressure moving back towards its set point. Ori-
fices provide a reference back pressure to the metering element which is tem-
perature dependent to compensate for varying propellant inlet temperature.
Should output pressure drop below the set point, the system reacts in a similar
but opposite manner.
Hybrid Fluidic Flow Controller - B. This approach is similar to that discussed
in the previous section except that implementation of the fluidic element is
15
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quite different. The schematic is shown in Fig. 17 . The vortex valve in this
case has two opposing control pressures, and a third control is brought in to
obtain some initial swirl. The initial swirl places the steady-state operat-
ing point down on the throttling curve. Any change in the output pressure (Pr)
feeds back through both laminar and turbulent orifices to obtain an error sig-
nal. If Pr is at the proper setting, APa would be set to zero and the output
of the amplifier (APc) would also be zero. The vortex would thus remain bal-
anced by Pc1 and Pc2- If Pr increased by some error, a APa would exist so as
to create an output difference between Pc1 and Pc2. This difference (APc)
would act to increase the swirl in the vortex, thereby causing Ps to rise and
throttle the flow back at the metering element. If P tended to drop, the
reverse action would take place.
It should be pointed out that in this configuration flow is drawn into the
proportional amplifier from the output regulated flow by an internal venturi-
type effect which would be designed to create a lower vent pressure than Pr'
Hybrid Fluidic Flow Controller - C. This approach is shown in Fig. 18 . It
combines a simple throttling diaphragm-type pressure regulator with the
fluidics controlling the diaphragm to achieve the necessary accuracy. The
effective areas and the valve unbalanced area are matched and, when flow is
developed, the fluidic sensing and amplifying circuits apply a bias pressure
difference to the diaphragm to trim the flow as required.
The large propellant flows in relation to the small flows needed for sensing
and amplification permit the use of a venturi to develop a pressure difference
for these functions. In the right-hand circuit, an upstream laminar flow ori-
fice develops a pressure drop very nearly linear with temperature. In the
left-hand circuit, an upstream turbulent orifice develops a pressure drop pro-
portional to input pressure in a ratio determined by the ratio of its area to
the area of a variable downstream orifice. The sensor amplifier nulls these
two pressure drops by using the diaphragm to bias the pressure regulator set-
ting as necessary. The output of the R3 restrictor is temperature dependent
to compensate for changes in propellant temperature.
Later in the program an additional amplifier stage was added between the bridge
circuit and output amplifier as shown in Fig. 6 of Appendix A.
Hydraulic Fluidic Flow Controller - D. A fourth type of hydrid regulator is
shown in Fig. 19. The inlet supply pressure is used directly to schedule the
poppet area between Pc to Po. Po is the radial component of flow in the vor-
tex chamber. The inlet pressure acts directly as a control source to obtain
swirl and thereby throttle the flow. Pr is shown fed back as a reference to
the back side of the diaphragm. Temperature compensation is achieved by the
use of a venturi and a set of temperature-compensating orifices. The reference
flow to the venturi throat is a small percentage of total flow.
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Concept Evaluation and Selection
Analyses were performed to determine the steady-state operating character-
istics of the mechanical and electromechanical concepts. Testing of certain
critical fluidic components was done to characterize operation under the con-
ditions of this application. In addition, computer dynamic simulations of the
mechanical, electromechanical, and hybrid fluidic-C configurations were run.
The evaluation process occurred in several phases as indicated in Fig. 20. As
a result of analyses and testing, the mechanical sonic flow controller and the
hybrid fluidic controllers were found to be inadequate in meeting the basic
control requirements as specified in Table 1.
At the first concept evaluation review at NASA-Lewis Research Center on 26 Jan-
uary 1972, the hybrid fluidic controller-C looked promising. However, ques-
tions were raised relative to its dynamic stability as well as the operation of
its fluidic amplifier circuit and laminar restrictor. Further testing and
analysis were performed. At a subsequent review at NASA-Lewis Research Center,
13 October 1972, it was concluded that the hybrid fluidic controller-C could
24
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Figure 20. Concept Elimination Summary
not be developed within the resources of the current program to meet the re-
quired control operation. A decision was made at that time to proceed with
the development of the mechanical flow controller. The electromechanical
concept while considered feasible from an operating standpoint was eliminated
because of its significant power requirement and system complexity.
Mechanical Flow Controller. Analysis of the mechanical controller configura-
tion indicated a flow control accuracy of ±3 percent over a major portion of
the pressure-temperature envelope. However at lower inlet pressures an esti-
mated ±5 percent as shown in Fig. 21 was indicated. The estimated steady-
state control performance is indicated in Fig. 22. The dynamic response
depicted in Fig. 23 shows flowrate to be within ±10 percent of nominal in less
than 50 msec from start of propellant valve motion and is based on a propellant
valve travel time of 20 miliseconds.
Because of the indicated inaccuracy at the lower inlet pressures, this concept
was not initially selected. However, after considerable work was completed on
the hybrid fluidic controller-C, the mechanical concept was selected for design
and test.
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Figure 21. Estimated Theoretical Accuracy of Mechanical
Flow Controller as a Function of Inlet
Temperature and Pressure
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at Various Propellant Temperatures
Mechanical Sonic Flow Controller. Early analysis of the sonic flow controller
indicated an accuracy over the temperature/pressure range very close to ±3 per-
cent. To increase confidence in these results, a closer look was taken at the
force balance across the pintle as a function of position to determine its im-
pact on control. Initially, the unbalance area was assumed to be that at the
nozzle throat. During this period, a computer program was constructed to in-
tegrate pressure forces along the entire surface of the pintle as a function
of position and the force-position characteristic was integrated into the
mathematical model of the controller. The pintle forces were found to be
sufficient to significantly upset the steady-state accuracy.
A modification of an earlier concept was then synthesized as shown in Fig. 13,
which utilized a mechanically linked, variable-position sonic pintle to provide
pressure correction for the pintle unbalance and a thermomechanically actuated,
variable-position sonic pintle for temperature adjustment. An analysis was made
that defined the contour of the position pintle. Then, at given propellant tem-
peratures, the appropriate piston balance pressures were determined as a func-
tion of inlet pressure. The ratio of this pressure to that required for the
same inlet pressure at the nominal temperature defines a temperature adjustment
ratio to be built into the temperature pintle. It was desired that this ratio
be the same for all inlet pressures at a given inlet temperature because, at
a given temperature, there can be but one adjustment regardless of pressure.
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The results of the analysis yielded adjustment ratios with some variation as
a function of inlet pressure. The resulting flowrates shown in Fig. 24
varied too widely at maximum temperature (+10, -20 percent), eliminating this
concept from further consideration.
Electromechanical Sonic Flow Controller. Analyses were performed to demon-
strate both the steady state and dynamic operation of the electromechanical
controller. Both accuracy and response were analytically demonstrated. How-
ever this was the only concept under evaluation that required power for opera-
tion. The level of power estimated was about 50 watts per controller operat-
ing and 10 watts holding. In addition, the number of components and overall
complexity exceeded that of all other concepts. Because of the substantial
power requirement and system complexity, this concept was eliminated from
further consideration.
Hybrid Fluidic Controller A. The confined jet amplifier was considered the
critical component in the circuit for operation with low pressure drop. To
examine this element, a variable-model confined-jet amplifier was built and
tested. Test results presented in Fig.25, revealed that a minimum input pres-
sure of about 5.45 x 106 N/m2 (775 psia) would be necessary for proper opera-
tion with the confined-jet amplifier as a control element. This was excessive
for this application.
An option to the confined jet that had potential was a proportional amplifier
used in line with error-sensing orifices. A closed-vent proportional ampli-
fier was built and tested for its potential in the circuit shown in Fig. 26.
Results of the tests at low pressure ratios showed that gain was too low for
feedback control. In addition, high-pressure drop (1.33 N/m2 (200 psi)) and
fluid noise were problems. It might have been possible to improve the noise
conditions in the design of the amplifier, but the other factors of low gain
and high pressure drop led to the elimination of this concept.
Hybrid Fluidic Controller B. An important element in this design is the pro-
portional amplifier. Tests were conducted to consider proportional amplifier
operation in this type of circuit. As noted above the results shown in Fig. 26
indicate that low gain, large pressure drop, and fluid noise made this concept.
unattractive. In addition, the multiple-input type of vortex would require its
own development because most prior work on vortex devices has been for a single
signal input. This concept was therefore eliminated from any further
consideration.
Hybrid Fluidic Controller C. In the earlier part of the program, this concept
appeared to be the most promising based on limited breadboard testing and some
analytical modeling.
Testing was conducted on the fluidic portion of one controller. Tests were
initially conducted at a low pressure, i.e., 0.34 x 106 N/M2 (50 psia), since
several properly sized fluidic elements were available in this range. Tests
on the fluidic elements and the fluidic circuit indicated highly promising
steady-state performance as part of a flow controller.
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A computer study of the controller dynamics was conducted. Performance at the
lower supply pressures, 317 x 106 N/m2 (460 psia), was indicated to be stable
and responsive within 50 msec. Performance at the high end of supply pres-
sures, 5.51 x 106 N/m2 (800 psia), indicated a possible stability problem.
As a result of a technical review meeting with NASA, it was decided that two
areas needed further investigation before full development might begin on this
concept. One area dealt with the accuracy. of the fluidic circuitry over full
ranges of absolute pressure, temperature, and flow rate. The other concern
was with the dynamic stability and response over the operating range.
To examine these areas, testing and/or analysis were conducted on the key
fluidic elements in the circuit for a range of the required operating condi-
tions. Results showed that some of the fluidic elements had significant non-
linearities in performance over the range of required absolute pressures. While
these nonlinearities were repeatable they did add to further inaccuracies in
the control circuit. It appeared that amplifier performance at lower fluidic
operating pressures did not lend itself to scaling up to high pressures. As a
net result it was concluded that this fluidic concept would have required fur-
ther development to improve accuracy and that the required development ex-
ceeded the resources of this program. This concept was therefore eliminated
from further consideration at that time.
A detailed report of this and other fluidic investigations performed is de-
scribed in Appendix A.
Hybrid Fluidic Flow Controller-D. The metering element and the vortex valve
were built separately for testing. The prime items that were investigated by
the tests were (1) vortex characteristics with subsonic exit flow, (2) minimum
pressure drop for operation, (3) sensitivity to spring force, and (4) other
potential anomalies. Test results indicated sufficient vortex strength at
subsonic flow conditions, sensitivity to spring force setting, and a larger
minimum pressure drop than needed in the type C controller.
Although this design has few moving parts and potentially good response, it
requires a nonlinear spring force and high pressure drop. It is also sensitive
to downstream oscillations and results in a large package volume. Control ac-
curacy is estimated as no better than ±15 percent. Based on these considera-
tions, the concept was eliminated.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE MECHANICAL CONTROLLER
The preliminary design was fabricated as a test prototype of a flight type de-
sign to demonstrate the functional concepts of its operation. The major dif-
ference from a flight type version is in the design of the main body which
was simply machined with more regard to low cost than to the minimum weight.
The internal configuration and components would be virtually the same as the
flight weight design.
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Configuration
The configuration depicted in Fig. 27 consists of two major subassemblies: a
temperature sensitive pressure divider circuit and a pressure-spring balanced
metering poppet. The pressure divider circuit is comprised of an invar hollow
cylinder with a sonic nozzle at the downstream end. Inside the housing is a
variable area pintle which is supported by a thin aluminum tube, fixed at the
upper end to the invar outer cylinder. The cylinder has large ports which
allow gas flow through and around the aluminum tube as well as through the
flutes in the pintle and out through the sonic nozzle. A pressure port is
provided upstream of the sonic nozzle which is pneumatically linked to the
bellows. A detail of the pintle is presented in Fig. 28.
The metering poppet assembly contains a movable poppet mechanically linked to
a bellows/spring combination. A dashpot has been incorporated with the down-
stream side of the poppet. A pressure sensing tube is linked to the dashpot
through an orifice and also feeds back pressure to one side of the bellows.
The main housing contains a subsonic nozzle into which the sonic venturi of
the pressure divider circuit flows. Sensing ports are provided in various
parts of the assembly for the measurement of pressure and temperature.
Operation
As propellant enters the controller, it passes around and through the pres-
sure divider circuit. The flow thermally conditions the aluminum tube re-
sulting in a given displacement for a specific inlet gas temperature. This
displacement results in a certain ratio of pintle flow area to sonic venturi
flow area and fixes the ratio of the pressure in the region upstream of the
sonic venturi as some proportion of inlet pressure. This pressure is fed to
the outside of the bellows through internal passages. The action of this
pressure on the bellows drives the metering poppet in the direction of the
open position.
The bulk of the incoming gas flows around the pressure divider assembly into
the region of the poppet. Here some of the flow stagnates against the up-
stream side of the poppet thereby applying a pressure force which drives the
poppet towards the closed position.
As flow passes through the poppet opening, the downstream pressure is picked
up by the pressure sensing tube which feeds it back to the back side of the
poppet and the inside of the bellows. The effective area of the bellows being
larger than that of the poppet results in a net force in the closed direction.
The flow downstream of the pressure sensing tube passes through a subsonic
venturi which maintains a static pressure at the exit plane of the smaller
sonic venturi that is low enough under all required conditions to maintain
choked flow through the sonic venturi.
The position of the metering poppet which determines propellant flow area is
determined by the balance of the just mentioned pressure forces and bellows/
spring forces. Increasing inlet pressures tend to close the poppet as does
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increased regulated or downstream pressure. As the temperature increases,
pintle flow area increases which causes the ratio of bellows pressure to inlet
pressure to increase. The result is a shift of the poppet towards the open
position. As the temperature of incoming gas decreases, the reverse is true.
Design Features
Certain features of the design are peculiar to the functioning of this control-
ler over the range of temperature and pressure conditions. The features relate
to material selection, dynamic stability, and adjustment of various parts of
the controller.
Material Selection. Because of the requirement to control over a wide temper-
ature range, a material which had little or no dimensional change with tem-
perature was desired. Invar, an iron-nickel alloy, was selected as the basic
material. The coefficient of expansion is approximately one twelfth that of
aluminum and one tenth that of stainless steel. Parts not constructed of
invar include the temperature sensitive aluminum tube in the pressure divider
circuit, the Inconel (718) bellows, the Ni-span C spring, the Teflon sleeve on
the poppet shaft, the Teflon lip seals, steel tubing and fittings for sensing
lines, and steel connecting hardware. The Ni-span C material has a near con-
stant modulus of elasticity with varying temperature.
Dynamic Stability. Experience has indicated that pressure feedback sensing in
pressure regulators should be located in a region of well behaved uniform flow.
Sensing in turbulent regions can result in instability. For this reason, a sen-
sing tube was designed to project into a stream of uniform cross section.
Dynamic modeling indicated marginal stability at higher inlet pressures. To
control oscillation, a separate dashpot was designed into the poppet assembly.
The two features of the dashpot design was the minimization of dashpot volume
to achieve maximum effectiveness and the ability to vary the damping orifice
size.
Adjustment Capability. To facilitate adjustment of the controller to deliver
the appropriate flowrate, provisions were made to adjust several parts of the
controller. Shims have been provided for varying spring preload, poppet posi-
tion, pintle position, and dashpot volume. Various length sensing tubes were
also fabricated; and as previously mentioned, the size of the dashpot orifice
can easily be varied by replacement of an Allen head socket nut with a drilled
hole.
FABRICATION
Fabrication was primarily by machining with some electron beam welding. No
problems were encountered with either the machining or welding of the invar
material. The steps followed are outlined below.
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1. Rough machine body and poppet guide
2. Electron-beam weld guide into housing
3. Heat shrink Teflon on guide OD and poppet shaft OD
4. Finish machine
5. Install poppet
6. Heat assembly to 480K(400 F)
7. Assemble and weld bellows
8. Assemble spring and cover
9. Adjust maximum and minimum poppet stops
10. Assemble temperature sensor assembly
A photograph of the component parts after step 7 is presented in Fig. 29.
EVALUATION TESTING
Tests were performed with gaseous hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen over a pres-
sure range of 2.76 x 106 Kg/m (400 psia) to 5.52 x 106 Kg/m (800 psia) and a
temperature range of 139 K (250 R) to 306 K (550 R). Both steady state and
dynamic characteristics were demonstrated.
Test Facility
Testing was performed at the Thermodynamics Laboratory of the Bl Division of
Rockwell International. The test facility is depicted schematically in Fig. 30
and a photograph of the facility is presented in Fig. 31. Controller inlet
pressure is controlled by the facility regulator upstream of the heat exchanger.
The inlet temperature is controlled by soaking the 900 Kg (2000 lb) heat ex-
changer mass of steel balls with liquid nitrogen. By adjusting the mixing
valve, a combination of ambient and cooled propellant can be obtained to cover
the range of inlet temperatures. The J-2 valve downstream of the controller is
the actuating device for initiating and curtailing flow through the controller.
An orifice downstream of the J-2 valve simulates the fluid resistance of the
thrustor injector and an adjustable back pressure valve provides a simulation
of chamber pressure. Flowrate is determined by pressure and temperature mea-
surements upstream of a calibrated sonic venturi which vents to the atmosphere.
Operation of the facility is remote and executed using the control panel shown
in Fig. 32.
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Instrumentation and Recording
The location and types of measurements are indicated on the facility schematic
in Fig. 30 and in the controller assembly drawing in Fig. 33. The pressure
transducers were the strain gage type with a precision of 1 percent and a
transient response of 1 millisecond. Although sensing ports were provided for
high frequency pressure measurements, their use was not required. The temper-
ature transducers were copper-constantan thermocouples with a precision of 1
percent.
Data was recorded on Brush analog recorders and on the digital Astro Data Sys-
tem. Test results were initially monitored using the Brush output. The
digital data was used to evaluate steady state performance. Also available for
higher frequency data (>60 Hz) was an oscillograph. It was found that when
oscillations did occur that the Brush recorder was adequate in displaying the
data. Thus the oscillograph did not find extensive use.
Ambient Temperature Testing - Hydrogen
After considerable adjustment of spring preload and pressure divider pintle
position, a series of tests were run at ambient temperature over a pressure
range of about 3.31 Kg/m2(480 psia) to 5.62 Kg/m 2 (815 psia). Control accuracy
and dynamic response were characterized as was the performance of theTpres-
sure divider circuit.
Control Accuracy. Two type of tests were performed: (1) flow was pulsed for
several seconds at a given inlet pressure, (2) flow was initiated at the low end
of the inlet pressure range and continued as inlet pressure was varied up to about
5.79 x 106 kg/m 2 (840 psia) and down to 3.28 x 106 Kg/m (475 psia)
The results of the first type of tests are presented in Fig. 34. The variation
in flowrate over the range covered was ±3.3 percent about the mean value for a
given run. Run to run variation is suspected to be due to friction in moving
parts. Some difficulty was encountered with mechanical fits.
A continuous run of inlet pressure variation up and down the range indicated ap-
proximately the same control accuracy as in the individual pulse tests. These
results, shown in Fig. 35, indicate slight hysteresis.
Flowrate was somewhat below nominal (0.31 Kg/sec, 0.69 lb/sec) in these tests.
It was decided to proceed with testing at this condition rather than expend effort
in further tuning of the device.
Response and Stability. Output pressure of the controller and simulated chamber
pressure are depicted as a function of time in Fig. 36, a Brush recording of a flow
start transient. Note that controller output pressure responds in less than 50
milliseconds. Simulated chamber pressure is somewhat slower but overshoots and
decays to within 10 percent of steady state in about 50 milliseconds. Estimated
opening time of the J-2 value is 20 to 30 milliseconds.
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This response was accomplished with a damping orifice of 0.0015 m (0.06 inch).
The transient appears to be well behaved in that it settles quickly with vir-
tually no subsequent oscillation. In the course of making adjustments, some
of the shims were removed from behind the poppet, increasing the volume of the
dashpot. The following traces in Fig. 37 indicate the resulting oscillatory
behavior showing the sensitivity of the dashpot performance to its volume. This
confirms earlier analytical work which indicated the need for effective damping.
Pressure Divider Circuit. At a given temperature the pressure divider circuit
is supposed to produce an output pressure which has a constant ratio to the
inlet pressure.
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Figure 37. Pressure Oscillations
Data presented in Fig. 38, depicts this relationship. As the pintle is shifted
(adjusted) in the direction away from the sonic nozzle, the pintle flow area
is diminished, causing the output pressure to decrease. This relationship is
characterized by the data in Fig. 39.
Low Temperature Testing-Hydrogen
Tests were conducted.with gaseous hydrogen with inlet temperatures ranging
from 111 K (200 R) to about 294 K (530 R) over a pressure range of 3.28 x 106
Kg/m 2 (475 psia) to 5.52 x 106 Kg/m 2 (800 psia)
Control Accuracy. Results of these tests are depicted in Fig. 40 and 41 which
show flowrate as a function of inlet pressure and temperature. The calculated
effective displacement (with Cd) is shown in Fig. 42 as a function of inlet pres-
sure and temperature.
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During early low temperature testing, a mechanical interference was found in
the temperature adjustment pintle assembly. In addition, the aluminum sensi-
tive element was damaged from bombardment of a contaminant particle. Rework-
ing of the pintle and replacement of the aluminum element resulted in some-
what different-performance. The ratio bellows pressure to inlet pressure for
best control shifted from about 0.845 to 0.78 at ambient temperature.
The reason for this shift was not apparent. The accuracy at ambient tempera-
ture was less than that previously obtained, however testing at lower tem-
peratures proceeded. At ambient temperature, the flowrate varied from 0.24
Kg/sec (0.52 lb/sec) to 0.28 Kg/sec (0.62 lb/sec) over the pressure range.
Taking 0.26 Kg/sec (0.57 lb/sec) as a reference mean, ±10 percent variation
is indicated in Fig. 40 and 41 as a guide, and covers the temperature pressure
envelope of 194 to 294 K (350 to 530 R) and 3.45 x 106 N/m2 to 5.17 x 106 N/m2
(500 to 750 psia).
The effective displacement of the poppet as indicated in Fig. 43 shows the
effect of temperature compensation or adjustment. Note that movement of the
poppet is unimpaired by mechanical limits at the lowest pressure. However as
inlet pressures increase, the poppet appears to bottom out in an effort to
decrease flow area with decreasing temperature. Note that even with the
limitation in poppet movement, the controller flow is within ±10 percent in
the major portion of the data.
Pressure Divider Circuit. The function of the pressure divider circuit is
twofold: (1) at a given temperature, to produce a bellows pressure which is
proportional to inlet pressure, and (2) as temperature varies, to change the
proportionality relationship in a direct relation. As the inlet temperature
rises, the bellows pressure should increase causing the poppet to displace
toward the open position. This compensates for the increased specific volume
of the propellant and allows for the maintenance of near constant flow.
Test data were fit to a linear relationship with the resulting function de-
picted in Fig. 44. Note that the variation in pressure ratio is only about
±1.6 percent. Looking back at poppet displacement in Fig. 42 it is apparent
that the operation of the controller is quite sensitive to this ratio of bellows
pressure to inlet pressure. At 3.45 x 106 Kg/m 2 (500 psia) the poppet travelled
0.000356 m (0.014 inch) due to this effect.
Thermal Response. The thermal dynamic response of the controller is character-
ized by the ratio of bellows pressure to inlet pressure as a function of time
for a given step change in the temperature of incoming propellant. This
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response characteristic is depicted in Fig. 45 which shows the pressure ratio
as a function of time leveling off at around 300 millisecond. If we take
this as a linear response, the time constant is then about 100 milliseconds.
Stability. It was observed that at propellant temperatures below 170 K (300 R)
the behavior of the controller became more oscillatory. A 0.000762 m (0.03
inch) diameter dashpot orifice was used in place of the 0.00152 m (0.06 inch)
diameter orifice. No intermediate sizes were tried. The effect on pneumatic
response was an increase of 10 to 20 milliseconds.
Ambient Temperature Testing-Oxygen
The controller was tested with ambient gaseous oxygen over a pressure range of
3.1 x 106 Kg/m 2 (450 psia) to 5.52 x 106 Kg/m 2 (800 psia). No adjustments were
made to the controller from the previous hydrogen testing. The flowrates as
depicted in Fig. 46 varied from 1.02 Kg/sec (2.24 lb/sec) to 1.26 Kg/sec (2.77
lb/sec). The variation about the mean flowrate is ±10.5 percent. If the 3.45
x 106 Kg/m 2 (500 psia) to 5.52 x 106 Kg/m 2 (800 psia) range is considered, this
variation becomes 1.1 Kg/sec (2.42 lb/sec) to 1.26 Kg/sec (2.77 lb/sec). The
variation about this mean is ±6.8 percent.
Low temperature testing with oxygen was not performed due to the lack of a
LOX-clean condition of the facility. Instead, testing at low temperature was
performed with gaseous nitrogen. A comparison of ambient temperature perform-
ance over the pressure range is also shown in Fig. 46. Note that the nitrogen
flowrate is slightly less due to its lower molecular weight. Nitrogen flow
varied from 0.98 Kg/sec (2.2 lb/sec) to 1.13 Kg/sec (2.5 lb/sec) resulting in
a variation about the mean of ±6.4 percent, slightly less than with oxygen.
Low Temperature Testing-Nitrogen
Tests were conducted with ambient and low temperature nitrogen with inlet tem-
peratures ranging from about 139 K (250 R) to 283 K (510 R) over a pressure
range of 3.28 x 106 Kg/m 2 (475 psia) to 5.52 x 106 Kg/m 2 (800 psia). The re-
sults of these tests are presented in Figs. 47 and 48 which show flowrate as
a function of inlet pressure and temperature.
As with the hydrogen testing, at the lower inlet temperatures, around 167 K
(300 R), and higher inlet pressures, around 5.58 x 106 N/m2 (810 psia), the
controller did not effectively function due to the poppet travel being limited
at its minimum position by the mechanical stop adjustment. Note that the shape
of the flowrate curves of the nitrogen was quite similar to that of the hydrogen.
FINAL DESIGN
The basic internal design of the flow controller was found to function as con-
ceived. The.poppet position was sensitive to inlet pressure due to the balance
of pressure, spring, and bellows forces. The poppet position was also sensi-
tive to inlet temperature through effect of the pressure divider circuit on
bellows pressure. The temperature sensitive element also functioned as
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designed. The subsonic nozzle maintains a choked condition for the smaller
sonic venturi. The dashpot design proved to be effective as did the pres-
sure sensing tube design.
The flexibility of adjustment also proved to be useful. It was found that the
screw adjustment in the spring housing was not needed and that the minimum po-
sition stop could be better handled by the dashpot shims. Some difficulty was
encountered in centering the shims of the temperature sensitive element in
the pressure divider circuit and in removal of the pressure divider circuit
housing.
The addition of a spacer between the cover plate and shims with appropriate
deepening of the shoulder to accommodate the spacer thickness is suggested.
In addition, some type of lip should be extended from the shoulder of the
pressure divider housing to facilitate its removal from the main assembly.
The primary area of change for a flight-weight design would, of course,be in
the main body design. The excess material would be removed where structural
considerations permit. Fabrication would probably be by casting with finish
machining of appropriate surfaces. Where appropriate, seams would be welded
for permanent sealing.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The basic questions to be answered by the evaluation testing are: (1) did the
controller function as conceptually designed; (2) how accurately was flow con-
trolled over the inlet pressure/temperature envelope; and (3) was the dynamic
response timely and stable. The controller did function as conceived. Flow
control accuracy was good in some regions of inlet pressure and temperature
but limited in others due to lack of adjustment of metering-poppet travel
range, some required fine tuning of the temperature compensating pintle con-
tour, and facility limitations. Pneumatic and thermal response were as pre-
dicted by analysis, and stability was adequate and controllable.
CONTROL ACCURACY
In evaluating the flowrate control accuracy, two aspects should be considered:
(1) absolute level of flowrate, and (2) the variation of flowrate with inlet
pressure and temperature. In the tests performed, emphasis was placed on the
control of flow variation rather than absolute level.
To adjust for control of variation, the major impact is from the positioning
of-the pressure divider circuit pintle which determines the ratio of bellows
pressure to inlet pressure. The adjustment of spring preload is next in im-
portance. These adjustments are interrelated to some extent and a certain
amount of cut and try is required. The level of flow is controlled primarily
with the shifting of poppet shaft length. To increase flow, the poppet shaft
length is increased by the addition of shims. There is, however, an effect
on other parameters such that this relationship is not a simple one. During
the course of testing, it was decided that it was more important, within the
limitations of the test facility and time, to concentrate on control of flow
variation rather than absolute level.
Flow variation at ambient conditions was near to that predicted by earlier
analytical work. However, it appeared that the discharge coefficient of the
metering poppet varied over the range of travel of the poppet. This proved
to be limiting when propellant inlet temperatures were diminished and the con-
troller could not adjust to maintain constant flow. Discharge coefficients
were estimated to vary from about 0.6 at the maximum poppet opening to 0.8
at the minimum opening.
A factor which affected control accuracy during propellant inlet temperature
variation was the limited ability of the facility to maintain a near constant
simulated chamber pressure. In an actual thrustor system, the chamber pres-
sure is almost insensitive to propellant temperatures. Therefore at constant
propellant flow, the chamber pressure may vary only a couple of percent over
the temperature range. In the test facility the pressure drop across the
valve used to simulate chamber pressure varied substantially over the tem-
perature range. It was necessary therefore to adjust this valve manually to
maintain near constant back pressure during the tests. This was done to some
extent but did contribute to control error.
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This problem would be avoided if the controller were a sonic flow device. An
additional pressure loss would result but would certainly aid in the develop-
ment of an accurate control. This could be easily accomplished in this con-
figuration by merely designing the larger subsonic venturi to flow sonic.
RESPONSE AND STABILITY
The pneumatic response varied from 50 to 70 milliseconds for the dashpot ori-
fice diameters used. Orifice diameters were 0.00152 m (0.06 inch) and
0.000762 m (0.03 inch). The larger orifice resulted in the more rapid re-
sponse. At lower temperatures, the system was more oscillatory thus neces-
sitating the smaller orifice. Thermal response was approximately 300
milliseconds.
The controller stability was found to be very dependent on dashpot volume.
When volume was increased, the controller became considerably more oscillatory.
The adjustment in poppet shaft length must be accompanied by adjustment of
dashpot volume. This feature was provided for in the design.
PROPELLANT EFFECTS
The results indicate that the control trends as functions of inlet pressure
and temperature were similar for hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. This indi-
cates the feasibility of the design for both hydrogen and oxygen as well as
other gases.
COMPARISON WITH ANALYSIS
The characteristics of control accuracy and dynamic response compare closely
to the early computer modeling results. Ambient temperature accuracy predic-
tions were fairly close as were dynamic response times. Low temperature accu-
racy data (below 170 K (300 R))did not compare as well due to the limitation
in actual performance at those conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS
This program has resulted in the design and testing of a gaseous propellant
flow controller which maintains a near constant flowrate over a range of pro-
pellant inlet pressures and temperatures. -The-feasibility of the design-con-
cept which utilizes mechanical, pneumatic, and thermomechanical components was
demonstrated with hydrogen,oxygen, and nitrogen. The control accuracy was
less than the design objective but indicated a potential for improvement to
an applicable accuracy. The pneumatic dynamic response was within the design
goal and the thermal response was close to that predicted. Further develop-
ment is required to more comprehensively characterize the operation of the
flow controller and the interaction of the various adjustments. Test results
compared closely with earlier analytical work.
It is recommended that the subsonic venturi be modified to produce sonic flow
in order to allow realistic testing to be performed as well as to isolate con-
troller operation from downstream (back pressure) effects. The additional
pressure drop is estimated at 0.41 N/m2 (60 psia). It is also suggested that
the design be expanded to include a shutoff capability thus precluding the
need of separate thrustor valves. The shutoff capability could be provided
by modification of the poppet design to include a closure capability and by
the addition of a three way pilot valve between the pressure divider-circuit
and bellows. The three way valve would either connect bellows and divider
circuit for "on" operation or vent bellows pressure for "off" operation.
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APPENDIX A
FLUIDIC PROPELLANT FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM
The investigation of fluidic mass flow control concepts was conducted by the
Bendix Research Laboratories. Findings of this investigation are referred
to or summarized in the main body of this document. The complete report is
presented in this appendix.
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SUMMARY
The objective of this program was to conceive, analyze, design and test a re-
liable propellant mass flow control system to meet the requirements of the
Space Shuttle Attitude Control Propulsion System. The mass flow control sys-
tem is required to maintain accurately propellant flow rates for constant
thrust and mixture ratio in the presence of significant variations in propel-
lant gas source temperature and pressure.
Mechanical, electromechanical and fluidic concepts were considered and compared.
Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International investigated mechanical and elec-
tromechanical approaches; fluidic approaches were investigated by Bendix
Research Laboratories of The Bendix Corporation.
The general control approach adopted combined pressure regulation with temper-
ature scheduling to achieve constant mass flow. Fluidic systems considered
included both "flueric" (no moving parts) and hybrid types. The approach ul-
timately selected as most promising was a hybrid configuration using flueric
elements for reference, sensing and amplification and a pneumomechanical dia-
phragm valve for throttling of the main flow. One configuration would be used
for oxygen flow while an almost identical configuration would be used to con-
trol hydrogen flow.
During the first months of the program, several fluidic concepts were investi-
gated in parallel. A combination of some testing and some analysis was used
to evaluate the concepts that appeared to have good potential. The hybrid
approach, which was eventually shown to have the most potential, was evaluated
in further detail. Major aspects of the selected concept are summarized briefly
in the following items:
* The concept employs separate control on gaseous hydrogen and on
gaseous oxygen.
* In each gas line, flow is controlled by regulating the pressure at
the inlet of the thrust chamber assembly.
* The required pressure is scheduled with the upstream gas temperature
to provide the constant flow rate.
* There is only one moving part (non-frictional) in each controller.
* A mechanical metering element passes the primary flow in each controller.
* A network comprised of fluidic elements is used for pressure error
sensing, control of the mechanical metering element, and temperature
sensing and scheduling of the regulated pressure.
The selected hybrid fluidic approach was first evaluated through a combination
of some analysis and some breadboard testing. The testing was conducted on
the fluidic portion of one controller. Tests were initially conducted at low
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pressures (i.e., 0.34 x 106 N/m2 (50 psia)) since several properly sized fluidic
elements were available in this range. Tests on the fluidic elements and the
fluidic circuit indicated highly promising steady-state performance as part of
a flow controller.*
A computer study of the controller dynamics was conducted. Performance at the
lower supply pressures (i.e., 317 x 106 N/m2 (460 psia)) was very good. Per-
formance at the high end of supply pressures (i.e., 5.51 x 106 N/mZ (800 psia))
indicated a possible stability problem. It was felt, however, that a stability
problem could be solved by proper adjustment of gain and/or damping within the
control circuitry.
As a result of a technical review meeting with NASA, it was decided that two
areas needed further investigation before full development might begin on this
concept. One area dealt with the accuracy of the fluidic circuitry over full
ranges of absolute pressure, temperature and flow rate. The other concern was
with the dynamic stability and response over the operating range and conditions.
To examine these areas, testing and/or analysis were conducted on the key
fluidic elements in the circuit for a range of the required operating condi-
tions. Results showed that some of the fluidic elements had significant non-
linearities in performance over the range of required absolute pressures.
While these nonlinearities were repeatable they did add to further inaccura-
cies in the control circuit. As a net result it was felt that the fluidic
concept would have required further development to improve accuracy. However,
at a subsequent technical review meeting NASA decided to develop the mechanical
controller concept designed by Rocketdyne.
The status of the most promising fluidic flow controller can be summarized in
the following items:
* Accuracy theoretically obtainable is excellent.
* The concept represents an advancement in the state of the art.
* Pressure and temperature nonlinearities have been shown to exist in
the fluidic amplifiers which places some question as to the obtain-
able accuracy.
* Pressure and temperature response are theoretically adequate.
* The concept would be a reliable design once developed.
* The functionality has yet to be demonstrated for a complete controller
under the required pressure and temperature conditions.
* The work, to date, shows that more development is necessary to demon-
strate the concept.
It is in this lower pressure range that much prior experience with the
fluidic elements exists.
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* Narrowing the operating temperature range would improve the potential
of this concept.
* Narrowing the pressure range by some coarse pressure regulation 
would
help improve the potential of this concept.
Should additional funds become available, two areas of the selected hybrid
fluidic concept recommended for further investigation would be:
* Elimination of anomalies in the fluidic amplifiers at system 
pressures
and temperatures by studying influence on performance of the inter-
action region of the basic amplifier profile.
* Breadboard one complete controller with existing fluidic amplifiers
and optimize accuracy and stability factors.
These two recommendations tend to be divergent in that the first would attempt
to obtain more uniform operation within the basic amplifier before building
the complete controller while the second recommendation would attempt 
to con-
sider the potential operation of the system using the fluidic amplifiers 
as
they are. Following the first recommendation would 
be the better approach in
attempting to arrive at a highly accurate flow controller. However, 
it would
require more development than the second. Pursuit 
of the second recommenda-
tion would arrive at a controller in less time and cost but would probably
result in less accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program has been to conceive, analyze, design and test a
reliable propellant flow control system that will meet the requirements of the
Space Shuttle Attitude Control Propulsion System. The flow control 
system has
the requirement of controlling engine thrust and mixture ratio for a range of
gaseous hydrogen and oxygen inlet temperatures and pressures. The system appli-
cation schematic is shown in Figure 1 and the performance requirements are
listed in Table I.
The initial effort of the project was devoted toward evaluating various mech-
anical, electromechanical and fluidic concepts for the flow control system.
Rocketdyne has investigated the mechanical and the electromechanical approaches.
The Bendix Research Laboratories of The Bendix Corporation has been evaluating
the fluidic concepts. Fluidic approaches have been investigated because fluidics
has the potential of being highly reliable and accurate once developed.
Before considering the approaches in detail, consider first what a mass flow
controller must do. As depicted in Figure 2(a), the output mass flow is the
desired controlled parameter with the variables of pressure and temperature
serving as the input variables. One controller on each gas would be required
for control of mixture ratio into the thrust chamber.
One way of achieving mass flow control would be as depicted for one of the gases
in Figure 2(b). In this manner the output pressure is regulated but the regu-
lated value is scheduled with temperature. The required values of regulated
pressure versus temperature have been calculated by Rocketdyne and are shown
in Figure 3.
In further defining the control system, the key elements of control for the
hybrid fluidic systems investigated by Bendix are shown in Figure 4 for one of
the gases. Two of these controllers would be required (i.e., one for oxygen
and one for hydrogen).
Thus, the general approach that is described in the following pages is to main-
tain a scheduled regulated pressure for each controller (i.e., one controller
for hydrogen and one for oxygen). The output pressure is held constant for
variations in input pressure but is scheduled to increase or decrease with
temperature in order to maintain constant mass flow and thereby constant mix-
ture ratio.
The performance requirements listed in Table I have some immediate implications
on fluidic elements. One such requirement is that any overboard dumping of
gas could result in a hazardous condition. Therefore, any venting that is re-
quired for any of the fluidic elements must be contained within the controller
system. The vent of any fluidic element would have to be closed off internal
to the element or connected to some lower reference pressure such as the regu-
lated pressure (PR). Internal venting of fluidic elements has generally led
to noisy performance. The other means of venting would produce uncontrolled
inaccuracies in the very pressure (PR) that the control circuit attempts to
regulate.
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Table I - Performance Requirements
Parameter Requirement
Propellants GO2/GH2
Mass flow rates GO2 - 2.76 lb/s GH2 - 0.69 lb/s
(1.25 kg/s) (0.31 kg/s)
Operating pressure range 400 to 800 psia
(2.76 to 5.52 N/m2
Propellant inlet temperatures GO2 - 300 to 800R GH2 - 200 to 800R
(167 to 444K) (111 to 444K)
Accuracy Thrust and mixture ratio +3 percent
Response 50 milliseconds
Pressure drop Minimum
Envelope and weight Minimum
Failure criterion Fail-safe open
Maintenance No maintenance
-9 3
External leakage 61 x 10 in /s GHe
(X1 -6 scm3/s
)
(1 x 10 sem3/s
PCA PCA
GO02 GH 2
ACCUMULATOR ACCUMULATOR
R R
FCPU .FCPU
PCA CONTROL
POINTS
THRUSTER
Figure 1 - Schematic of Flow Control System Application
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Figure 2 - Mass Flow Control
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Figure 3 - Thruster Inlet Pressures Required to Give Constant
Flow Rates for Varying Inlet Temperatures for Real
Gas Propellants (Rocketdyne Data)
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Figure 4 - Major Elements of Control
Another important factor to fluidic element operation is the range of pressure
ratios across the element. Most fluidic elements operate best with gas when
the pressure ratio across them is better than 2 to 1. As an example of what
the given requirements mean in terms of pressure ratio, assume that the gas
temperature is 222 K (400 R). Then the required regulated pressure for oxygen
from Figure 3 would be 2.59 x 106 N/m 2 (375 psia). Assume also that the vent
of the fluidic element is connected to the required regulated pressure. Then
with the supply pressure to the fluidic element varying from 2.76 x 106 N/m
2
(400 psia) to 5.52 x 106 N/m 2 (800 psia), the pressure ratio across the ele-
ment varies from
2.762.76= 1.1
2.59
to
5.52
= 2.1
2.59
In general the fluidic element would be required to operate with a pressure
ratio that is below 2 and that can also be varying.
The above items have been discussed to point out that the effort discussed in
detail on the following pages is aimed at an advancement in the state of the
art. Such was the need for some detailed testing of fluidic elements.
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Although the development effort for such a fluidic control problem is longer
than more conventional control methods, the reliability and accuracy would be
well established for production controllers once a prototype controller was
developed.
In attempting to arrive at a selected concept, Bendix concentrated primarily
on the oxygen controller since preliminary evaluation testing could be done
with gaseous nitrogen which is safer and has properties quite similar to those
of oxygen.
The program started with primary investigations directed toward several
flueric approaches and toward one hybrid fluidic concept. The flueric ap-
proaches were given a cursory investigation which resulted in only one feasi-
ble concept for the required system. This was a controller which had a single-
source, fluidic, vortex valve controlled by a fluidic amplification circuit.
However, the total number of fluidic elements that were involved to make one
controller presented serious questions about its potential. This was because
of potential interactions between the elements at these pressures. Most of
the prior work with the fluidic elements had been at considerably lower abso-
lute pressures. Therefore, this concept was eliminated as considered in its
flueric configuration.
The hybrid fluidic concept was initially investigated since the pressure regu-
lation portion of the concept had been previously developed on a contract for
the U.S. Navy, although that development was for a blowdown system which had
almost no temperature effects. As the initial investigation proceeded, a second
hybrid concept evolved from the one mentioned above. Both concepts were later
eliminated from further development because of the large pressure drop needed
to make either of the concepts operable. This conclusion came about as a result
of testing some critical components on gaseous nitrogen.
A third hybrid fluidic concept was conceived part way through the concept eval-
uation phase. The critical elements in this concept were investigated. The
results of testing and analysis showed that this concept could be rated as no
better than a coarse controller for this application. Subsequently, this con-
cept was eliminated from further development.
A fourth hybrid fluidic concept evolved from a flueric version by replace-
ment of some of the questionable fluidic elements with state-of-the-art pneumo-
mechanical parts. This concept eventually turned out to be the most promising
fluidic concept for this particular system application. In the initial portion
of the evaluation, various performance aspects of this last concept were inves-
tigated under low pressure, constant-temperature conditions. Although absolute
pressure was low, the fluidic elements and subcircuits were tested at pressure
ratios that they would experience under actual conditions. These initial tests
showed quite favorable results for the concept. As a result of a concept review
meeting at NASA-Lewis, this concept was selected as the most potential fluidic
approach. It was concluded that further testing should be conducted before a
concept selection could be made for the overall program. The testing was to be
conducted on the critical elements under actual pressures and temperatures.
Test results showed wide variations in the gain characteristics of the fluidic
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amplifiers, primarily due to pressure effects. The spread in gain character-
istics did not appear during the earlier tests at lower pressure. After much
investigation it was concluded that the gain anomalies in the amplifier could
not be easily disposed of by design in the amplifier; although gain variations
in the feedback loop of the concept could be reduced by proper circuit connec-
tions. Some gain variation can be tolerated in the feedback loop since errors
due to the gain variation are reduced roughly by the steady-state magnitude
of the overall gain. The detailed discussion of this concept and its evaluation
are covered in the main body of this report.
At a technical review at NASA-Lewis, a decision was made to develop further a
mechanical controller approach which Rocketdyne had been pursuing. Although
the selected hybrid fluidic concept of Bendix was still considered a second
approach, the additional time and cost needed to develop the fluidic concept,
as opposed to the mechanical one, was of prime importance in the decision. At
this point, however, the hybrid fluidic concept C must still be considered a
good potential concept for this application and it may have strong potential in
the considerations of other flow control or pressure regulation applications.
A list of flueric approaches is presented in Table II and the hybrid fluidic
approaches are listed in Table III, along with a summary of the basic control
elements.
HYBRID FLUIDIC CONTROLLER - C
CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
One of the most promising fluidic concepts, to date, has been a hybrid-type
fluidic controller. The simplified block diagram for the concept is shown in
Figure 5 and a detailed schematic is shown in Figure 6.* The major control
items are:
* valve
* diaphragm
* venturi
* temperature compensator
* laminar restrictor
* amplifier cascade
* orifices
This concept is comprised of a simple throttling diaphragm-type pressure regu-
lator with the fluidics controlling the diaphragm to achieve the necessary
accuracy. Diaphragm position is governed by the A3 amplifier outlet pressure,
Since there were other hybrid fluidic approaches, this concept is referred to
as concept C in this report, as it was during the course of the program.
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Table II - Flueric Approaches
Concept Discussion
Diverter System Appendix B
Single-Source Vortex Valve Appendix B ?
Dual-Source Vortex Valve Appendix B $
Table III - Control Elements for Fluidic Concepts
Primary Pressure P(T) Discussion
Hybridt Flow Area Error Amplification Reference
oncept odulation Sensing
A Mechanical Confined- Vortex Temperature-. Appendix C
Metering Jet Amplifier Sensitive
Element Amplifier Orifices
With Bypass
Flow
B Mechanical Orifice- Vortex Temperature- Appendix C
Metering Amplifier Amplifier Sensitive
Element Bridge Orifices
With Feedback
Flow
C Mechanical Orifice- Fluidic Temperature- Main Text
Metering Laminar Proportional Sensitive
Element Restrictor Amplifiers Orifice
Bridge With Feedback
Flow
D Mechanical Vortex Vortex Temperature- Appendix C
Metering Amplifier Amplifier Sensitive
Element Orifices
With Feedback
Flow
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Ps Tin MECHANICAL PR
METERING LOAD
ELEMENT
AMPLIFYING ERROR SENSING AND
CIRCUIT TEMP. REF. BRIDGE
CIRCUIT
Figure 5 - Simplified Block Diagram of Type C Hybrid Fluidic Controller
Px, acting on the diaphragm against the pressures Ps and PA on the other side.
When flow is developed, the fluidic sensing and amplifying circuits apply a
bias pressure difference to the diaphragm to trim the flow as required.
Since the flow through the valve accounts for about 98 percent of the total
flow, WR, a venturi can be used to develop a pressure, PTV, lower than PR.
This is accomplished when the downstream side of the sensing bridge is con-
nected to the throat of the venturi. The pressure difference (PR - PTV) is
used to produce flow through the sensing bridge and, therefore, a means of
error sensing.
In the left-hand portion of the sensing bridge, a downstream laminar flow ele-
ment, R3, develops a pressure drop very nearly linear with temperature.
The temperature compensating orifice, R2, is then used in conjunction with the
laminar restrictor, R3 , to program the desired regulated pressure for each
temperature.
As an example of the operation, consider the system to be regulating at some
nominal value of pressure, say 2.59 x 106 N/m2 (375 psia). For such a value,
PR would be about 2.76 x 106 N/m2 (400 psia) and PTV at the venturi throat
would be about 2.24 x 106 N/m2 (325 psia). These pressures serve as the input
(P') to the bridge network and as a downstream sink (PTV). Under nominal con-
ditions the bridge is set to balance at Pcl = Pc2. If PR tends to increase,
Pcl, in the bridge network, increases more than Pc2 and an error signal (Pcl -
Pc2) is applied to sensing amplifier Al. The output of this amplifier is ampli-
fied further by amplifiers A2 and A3. The output flow of A3 acts on the dia-
phragm to increase Px which acts to throttle down the incoming flow, thereby
forcing P1 to return to the nominal regulating point.
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Figure 6 - Schematic Diagram of Hybrid Fluidic Flow Controller - Type C
To consider temperature effects, let the incoming propellant temperature be in-
creasing. The flow through the bridge network senses the change in temperature
from its nominal setting and a pressure difference across amplifier Al is pro-
duced which will result in a lower value of Px which, in turn, will cause an
adjusted increase in PR and PR. Any pressure error signals would then be oper-
ated on by the bridge network about the new setting of PR.
The concept described above is the most promising fluidic one that has been
evaluated. As a result of the evaluation, there are various factors influenc-
ing accuracy and response that has led to several alternatives in the implemen-
tation of this basic approach. These alternatives in implementation are dis-
cussed in a later section. The next few sections consider the evaluation of
this concept by both test and analysis.
CONCEPT EVALUATION
The hybrid fluidic concept C was an outgrowth of a flueric concept that was
eliminated from further consideration for this application. During the first
months of the program, multiple concepts were being investigated in parallel.
Due to the highly nonlinear characteristics of fluidics, completely analytical
approaches to evaluate the concepts were not feasible. Therefore, a combination
of some testing and some analysis was used to evaluate the concepts that
appeared to have good potential. Limited testing was conducted toward each
potential concept to help arrive at a single selection. Testing that is
involved with the other concepts (i.e., the ones eventually eliminated from
further development) is discussed in Appendix C along with the description
of that concept. For the hybrid fluidic concept C, some limited testing at
low absolute pressures (although at.proper pressure ratios) and some analysis
were initially conducted to show the feasibility of the concept. Further
detailed testing was conducted after selection of this concept as the best
potential fluidic approach. The initial screening of the concept is discussed
below and the detailed testing and evaluation is discussed starting on page 27.
Preliminary Evaluation Operation over Pressure Range
To evaluate the operation and design values needed in the fluidic portion of
the network, several breadboard tests were conducted. In the schematic of the
concept, which was shown in Figure 6, there were several conditions of per-
formance regarding the proportional amplifiers that were in question. These
questions are briefly outlined for each amplifier:
Pilot Amplifier, Al
* Matching characteristics with sensing bridge
* Closed-vent performance
* Gain characteristics over the required pressure ratio range
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Second Amplifier, A2
* Matching characteristics with amplifiers Al and A3
* Closed-vent performance
* Gain characteristics for six parallel stages which made up amplifier A2
* Gain characteristics over the required pressure ratio range
Power Amplifier, A3
* Matching characteristics with amplifier A2 and the diaphragm
* Closed-vent performance
* Gain characteristics for ten parallel stages which made up amplifier A3
* Gai characteristics over the required pressure ratio range
The basic amplifier considered for use in this circuit is a high-impedance
amplifier (i.e., could be actuated by pressure signal and little or no flow).
The critical area profile of this amplifier is shown in Figure 7. For ade-
quate matching characteristics between the bridge and the diaphragm, three
amplifiers were shown to be needed. The first amplifier (Al) was a single
stage with a supply power nozzle 0.0059 cm by 0.0063 cm (2.32 x 10
- 3 in. by
2.48 x 10- 3 in.). The second amplifier (A2) was a bonded stack of six stages
in parallel, each with a supply power nozzle 0.0059 cm by 0.0063 cm (2.32 x
10-3 in. by 2.48 x 10- 3 in.). The last amplifier (A3), which is the power
amplifier, was made up of a bonded stack of ten parallel stages with a 0.0165
cm by 0.0117 cm (6.50 x 10- 3 in. by 4.61 x 10-3 in.) supply power nozzle on
each stage.
To evaluate the operation and design values needed in the fluidic portion of
the network, several breadboard tests were conducted. Component amplifiers
were built and tested for gain characteristics at the proper pressure ratios
and over the pressure range, although at reduced absolute pressures. The use
of low absolute pressures allowed the use of an available laminar restrictor
to study the open-loop characteristics of the fluidic network. Representative
curves for the A2 amplifier performance are shown in Figure 8. Performance for
the A3 amplifier was not as good as expected although the circuit was still
functional with the amplifier.
After component tests were conducted on the fluidic proportional amplifiers, the
bridge sensing network was assembled and tested. The bridge network was shown
to operate as expected for pressure sensing, as shown in Figure 9. Temperature
effects were not tested by this network. The steady-state temperature effects
on the bridge are predictable, however, based on calculations and prior
experience.
The next step in testing was to combine both the bridge and amplifier cascade
to study the open-loop performance of the fluidic network. The test schematic
is shown in Figure 10 and representative results of testing are indicated in
15
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Figures 11 and 12. It is desirable to have the high-gain region of the curves
coincident for all pressure ratios. The tests were run to study effects of
gain, null balance, pressure recovery, pressure ratio and range, absolute pres-
sure, and potential setting of the diaphragm pressure Px.
Discussing briefly the test results shown in Figure 11, the open-loop perform-
ance indicates potential operation within a well-controlled band (as indicated
by the high-gain region) over the pressure ratio range for a regulated value,
PD, of 0.34 x 106 N/m2 (50 psia). The curves run at the higher PR value of
1.03 x 106 N/m2 (150 psia) do not fall within a controlled band like the curves
at the lower PR value. The curves indicate a shifting is caused by increasing
Ps/P& ratio.
The Y-axis indicates the possible design points for diaphragm equilibrium which
would be selected in the high-gain region of the curve. The higher the ratio
of (Px-PR)/(Ps-PR) that can be selected for equilibrium, the smaller the dia-
phragm size.
At a higher regulated value, PR, of about 1.03 x 106 N/m2 (150 psia), the po-
tential pressure regulation of PR would be worse. A test to correct this was
run by unbalancing the restrictors R5 and R6 . The results are shown in Figure 12.
The lower regulated pressure at 0.34 x 106 N/m2 (50 psia) fell within a narrow
band of accuracy over the pressure ratio range. The higher regulated pressure
of 1.03 x 106 N/m2 (150 psia) is also within a narrow band with pressure ratio.
These results indicated that the fluidic network (shown in Figure 6) could be
made to control diaphragm position, and therefore PR and WR, over the input
pressure range with a minimum input pressure of about 3.17 x 106 N/m2 (460 psia)
for a regulated value of PR = 2.59 x 106 N/m2 (375 psia). These two values
define a minimum operating pressure ratio of about 1.2.
Temperature Compensation. To obtain the desired regulated pressure with temp-
erature, the bridge circuit must be programmed. The laminar element senses
the temperature of the fluid and changes its operation with the fluid viscosity.
The changes in the laminar restrictor alone are not sufficient to program the
desired regulated pressure. The temperature compensating orifice must there-
fore change its characteristics by the proper amount with temperature. The
required change in orifice area with temperature was calculated for the temper-
ature compensating orifice. Based on isentropic relationships, the required
scheduled area is shown in Figure 13 for oxygen. This would have to be modi-
fied somewhat for the actual system to include real gas effects. Other poten-
tial temperature anomalies within the circuit could also be offset by the
temperature compensator design. This curve could be followed quite readily by
an orifice area controlled by differential expansion between dissimilar mate-
rials due to temperature.
Dynamic Response. To study the effects of the system start-up operation, the
system was modeled on the digital computer at Rocketdyne. Preliminary results
of the computer analysis indicated regulated pressure within +3 percent at
about 30 milliseconds after start for the minimum input pressure 3.17 x 106 N/m2
(460 psia). This is shown in Figure 14. When the model was run with the high-
est input pressure of 5.52 x 106 N/m2 (800 psia), the model showed large insta-
bility as depicted by Figure 15. A computer run, with decreased volumes in
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the bridge circuit, resulted in considerable improvement as shown in Figure 16.
The oscillations, however, still depict an under-damped system. A further run
(Figure 17) had the main flow volume downstream of the diaphragm increased by
a factor of three. The results showed more improvement in reducing oscilla-
tions, while sacrificing on response time.
The computer program was run with the laminar restrictor both upstream in the
bridge and downstream. Stability improved when the laminar restrictor was
placed downstream in the place of R4.
At this point it was concluded that the model indicated* a stability problem at
higher input pressures. Further investigation with the computer model could
help identify the critical parameters and ways to stabilize the dynamics while
optimizing the response time.
The temperature dynamics were not included, but the desired pressure regulation
at each steady-state temperature was quite accurate, as predicted. The temper-
ature response of the controller could be designed to be as fast as is mechani-
cally possible by bathing the temperature-sensitive elements in the main flow
stream to obtain best heat-exchange effects.
Preliminary Technical Review at NASA-Lewis. Based on the preceding discussion,
a review meeting was held at NASA-Lewis to select a concept -for further develop-
ment. The merits of the hybrid fluidic concept C were listed along with those
of the electromechanical and mechanical approaches of Rocketdyne. The merits
of the hybrid fluidic concept C listed were:
* only one moving part
* potential high accuracy
* potential good response
* low pressure drop
* applicability to other gases
* applicability to other systems
The basic potential for pressure regulation of this concept was shown. However,
before a full development of the concept could produce a successful flow con-
trol system, the effects of the following items had to be considered before NASA
could make a concept selection:
* fluidic circuitry accuracies over full ranges of absolute pressure,
temperature, and flow rate
* dynamic stability and response over operating range and conditions
The term "indicated" is used since the model was a very simplified version of
the actual, highly nonlinear, circuitry.
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* temperature response
* downstream oscillations
* development time and cost
As a result of the meeting at NASA, it was decided to investigate further the
performance of two critical elements in the fluidic circuit: the proportional
amplifier and the laminar restrictor. The follow-on evaluation of these ele-
ments is discussed in the next section.
Detailed Evaluation
In order to provide more technical information that would assist NASA in making
a concept selection, it was decided to investigate the performance of two criti-
cal elements in the hybrid fluidic concept C. These elements were the propor-
tional amplifier and the laminar restrictor.
To assist in a concept selection, the primary objectives that were sought for
each element were:
Proportional Amplifiers
(1) To evaluate operation over required temperature and pressure
range
(2) To achieve an operable closed-vent configuration
(3) To insure structural integrity
(4) To define transient response
Laminar Restrictor
(1) To evaluate operation over required temperature and pressure
range
(2) To achieve minimum time response to temperature
(3) To insure structural integrity
(4) To define transient response
Proportional Amplifier Evaluation. ,,In attempting to achieve the various objec-
tives for the proportional amplifier, fabrication and testing of several pro-
portional amplifier designs with closed vents were conducted. The basic am-
plifier tested for the control circuit was shown in Figure 6 as the Al ampli-
fier. The circuit pressure Pk and PTV required at each temperature are a
function of PR and are shown in Figure 18.
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The primary design considered in this circuit is of the AM31 profile design
shown in Figure 7. This has been considered as the primary type of amplifier
profile because of its known high-impedance characteristics. Such an amplifier
would thus require little or no control flow. However, a momentum amplifier
could possibly be used as the Al amplifier if the control ports of the ampli-
fier were used as the R3 and R4 orifices of the sensing bridge. A Bendix
momentum amplifier which has multiple control ports, as depicted in Figure 19,
was tested. Generally, the lower control ports serve as the gain-producing
ports while the upper control ports could be used to enhance gain, to obtain
or offset null conditions, or to employ dynamic compensation for system response
and/or stability.
Testing for both types of amplifiers was conducted with GN2 over the pressure
range of 2.76 x 106 N/m2 (400 psia) to 5.52 x 106 N/m2 (800 psia) at tempera-
tures of 290 K (520 R) to 425 K (760 R).
The ideal performance characteristics desired are shown in Figure 20. Idea-
lized gain curves in part (a) of the figure show a linear region of constant
slope (gain) between input (APc) and output signals (APo ) for various supply
pressures. Part (b) of the figure shows, in another way, the desire to have
gain constant with pressure ratio. Parts (c) and (d) show that a gain charac-
teristic that is fairly independent of bias and temperature is desired. Al-
though these are idealized trends based on a single amplifier, it is probable
that circuit stability could require slightly different characteristics, such
as decreasing gain with increasing Ps/PTV ratio (Part (b)) or with increasing
temperature (Part (d)).
Although all of the details of the results are not presented here, some of the
trends of the AM31-profile-type amplifier performance are shown in Figures 21
through 26.* In general, the data show that AM31-profile amplifier pressure
gain is variable with supply pressure, control bias level, temperature, load,
and vent configuration. The net effect of these gain variations is important
only insofar as the net gain might vary in the overall amplifier cascade. It
would be acceptable to have one amplifier increase in gain while another de-
creases as, say, Ps increases so long as the net gain variation in the amplifier
cascade is minimal. This point is further discussed after considering the
performance of the PA25-profile amplifier.
The PA25-profile amplifier was investigated, since the AM31-profile-type ampli-
fier markedly decreased in gain with increasing absolute pressure level. This
allowed the PA25-profile-type amplifier to be competitive in pressure gain.
The results of this gain change are depicted in Figure 27.
The trends of the PA25-profile momentum amplifier are shown in Figures 28 through
31. The amplifier has, in general, lower pressure gain than the AM31-profile
amplifier but has better gain linearity and lower noise.
The data points for these figures are derived by taking the gain from the
original data of Pc versus Po and plotting gain against some pressure factor.
A list of nomenclature is shown in Appendix A to assist in understanding the
data.
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The impact of these variations on the circuit is important in that a net gain
variation be minimized to maintain closed-loop control as the supply pressure
changes from, say, 3.10x 106 N/m2 (450 psia) to 5.52 x 10
6 N/m2 (800 psia).
Staging the amplifier cascade together analytically has shown several possible
cascades which could minmize gain changes for a given temperature and control
pressure. However, because of the number of variables involved, the amplifier
cascade would have to be built and tested to insure accurate and reliable oper-
ation for use in the circuit.
In order to summarize the findings of the various tests, Table IV presents the
results relevant to the high-impedance amplifier which must be used as the A2
and A3 amplifiers in the circuit. The reason that the A2 and A3 amplifiers
must be high impedance is because of the increasing power required for each
successive amplifier. The first amplifier, or pilot amplifier, must be sensi-
tive enough to detect the changes in the bridge circuit and would, therefore,
be a low-power element. On the other hand, the last amplifier must have suffi-
cient power capability to drive the diaphragm to a desired position with suffi-
cient response. The last amplifier is then a high-power element. Use of a
high-impedance amplifier is required since in the amplifier cascade, a lower-
power amplifier must drive a higher-power one. This can be done by using a
high-impedance amplifier, but not with a momentum type.
TABLE IV - PROPORTIONAL-AMPLIFIER EVALUATION
Desired* Test Results
Structural Integrity No apparent problems at these
pressures
Relatively constant Gain varies
pressure gain with Moderately Significantly
* Supply pressure High Ps/ PR Low Ps/PR
* Control pressure Low Pc/PR High Pc/PR
* Temperature 275-425 K (495-765 R)
Variations are caused by closed
vent conditions and possibly
absolute pressure level
Low noise level Moderately low noise
Input/Output linearity Generally good linearity
about null
Good saturation Good saturation
This is actual near normal atmospheric conditions where
vents are connected to the ambient.
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The Al amplifier in the circuit, as previously mentioned, could possibly be
either the AM31-profile high-impedance type or the PA25-profile momentum type.
The general findings on the PA25-profile-type amplifier are quite similar 
to
those on the AM31-profile type although absolute values of gain may differ.
The influence of these variations on the overall system are summarized after
the discussion of the laminar restrictor.
Laminar Restrictor. The laminar restrictor was also considered to be an im-
portant element in the circuit. The thermal response of the hybrid 
fluidic
concept is much dependent on the response of the laminar restrictor. In order
to obtain maximum possible response from the laminar restrictor, it was en-
visioned that it would actually be placed in the main gas flow as a heat ex-
changer such as depicted in Figure 32. The main gas flow would thus heat 
or
cool the small flow going through the restrictor. An example of the restrictor
cross section is shown in Figure 33.
Although the laminar restrictor was not built, a detailed layout of an annular
version was conducted. The unit was never built because of more complex pro-
blems that arose with the proportional amplifiers. However, a transient heat-
transfer analysis was performed to determine the thermal time response of the
preliminary design. The results depicted in Figure 34 indicate a time constant
of about 60 milliseconds for a stainless steel restrictor in response to a
temperature step input. Analysis revealed that the material thermal conduc-
tivity was not a significant parameter relative to response but that the time
constant was primarily proportional to the product of density and specific heat.
For steel, copper, and aluminum, this product is 3.62, 3.45 and 2.41 J/cm
3
-K
(31.23 x 10-3, 29.77 x 10-3 and 20.79 x 10-3 Btu/in
3
-R), respectively. This
indicates a lower time constant for aluminum. However, because of Bendix'
experience with diffusion bonding of steel, it was anticipated that the restrictor
would have been constructed of steel.
The computer analysis discussed previously pointed out some concern about the
dynamic pressure response of the laminar restrictor since it was a part of the
sensing bridge. It was intended that this would have been checked out during
a test of the laminar restrictor.
The following summarizes the work on the laminar restrictor:
* analysis of temperature response shows adequacy
* designed in detail
* not built and, therefore, no test results
Multiple Orifices in the Bridge. In place of the laminar restrictor, another
possibility to help establish a pressure difference in the sensing bridge would
be a number of series orifices. They could make for a smaller package size and
weight if they did not appreciably affect the configuration of the temperature
compensating orifice in the bridge. The sensitivity of the bridge would be
less but the pressure and temperature dynamics might be improved. This approach
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has been explored successfully in the past by Bendix for some applications.
However, for the current application, no detailed analysis has been conducted
since it was felt that the higher sensitivity in the bridge with the use of
the laminar restrictor was more warranted.
Effects of Test Results. The foregoing test results and analyses have the
following implications on the hybrid fluidic circuit operation:
(1) Gain variations in the amplifier cascade with supply pressure level,
temperature, and control pressure level points to a tradeoff between
instability (i.e., high gain) and dynamic accuracy (i.e., low gain).
(2) The number of variables and anomalies point out a higher development
cost and risk for the development of this concept.
(3) Since actual pressure or temperature testing has been conducted
only on components, the potential accuracy of the system has yet to
be demonstrated.
Modifications to the Basic Configuration. The previous paragraphs have dis-
cussed the hybrid fluidic concept C in its original configuration. The fact
that anomalies in amplifier performance began appearing under actual required
pressures and temperatures led to the evolution of several modified arrange-
ments of the basic concept to pursue alternate ways of circuit implementation
in order to deal with gain variations while maintaining accuracy.
Numerous variations in circuitry hook-up are made possible by the use of a
double-bellows arrangement of the valve to meter the main flow. A schematic
of one such arrangement is shown in Figure 35. The double-bellows configura-
tion would make the mechanical elements slightly more complicated. However,
the use of a double bellows allows for both legs of the power amplifier (A3)
to be used in a push-pull manner. Also, the bellows areas can be unbalanced
by design, as shown in Figure 36, so that the upstream pressure will act as
a coarse measure to move the valve opening in the proper direction with chang-
ing values in supply pressure. This movement is a coarse adjustment to hold
constant flow rate. The fluidics then serve to trim on the difference needed
to hold the flow rate constant. This would result in a smaller third-stage
amplifier since not as much power would be needed in the fluidic part of the
control loop to control valve opening. In addition, the dynamics at start-up
could be improved over the single-diaphragm valve arrangement since the upstream
supply pressure would help as a coarse position control on the valve as shown
in Figure 37. The nonlinear curves are the required functions for constant flow
for 222 K (400 R) and 445 K (800 R). Each linear curve is that portion of the
required function that would be coarsely controlled by the supply pressure
acting on the bellows. The curves are drawn for the equilibrium cases where
Pxl- Px2 = 0 across the bellows and the downstream regulated pressures are
assumed at their nominal values (i.e., PR = 2.76 x 106 N/m2 (400 psia) for
T = 222 K (400 R) and PR = 3.34 x 106 N/m2 (484 psia) for T = 445 K (800 R)).
The fluidic circuit is used to establish the reference value of regulated
pressure for a given temperature and provide the trim control to maintain the
desired area flow curve for the valve.
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Other possibilities that could be considered to help improve accuracy of the
system are various combinations of how the amplifiers are connected into the
system. Some possible combinations of circuits are shown in Table V.
TABLE V - SOME POSSIBLE CIRCUIT COMBINATIONS
Regulator Regulator A1 to A1 to A2 to A2 to A3 to A3 to
Case to to
Main Valve Amplifier R R R R R R
1 X X X
2 X X X X
3 X X X
4 X X X X
5 x x x
6 X X X X
7 X X X
8 x X X X
9 X X X x
Also shown in this table are circuit combinations using coarse pressure regu-
lators. One would regulate supply pressure to the amplifiers only and would
require little power (Cases 2, 4, 6, and 8). The other would regulate pressure
to the main metering valve (Case 9). These two possible coarse regulator com-
binations are depicted in Figures 38 and 39.
The tradeoffs between these various circuit combinations all deal with opti-
mizing accuracy. Slight accuracy is sacrificed by bypassing any flow down-
stream of the regulated pressure, PA. However, some bypass flow must be
sacrificed to keep the gain in the amplifier cascade within controlled bounds
which also is a measure of accuracy.
The section on concept status (page 49) summarizes all of these circuit possi-
bilities and the test results of this phase.
Effects of Specifications. The specified values over which constant flow con-
trol is desired are shown in Figure 40. Also shown are curves of the required
regulated pressure, PR, at the inlet of the thrust chamber to maintain flow
rate at 1.25 kg/sec (2.76 lb/sec) and curves of the required minimum supply
pressure for the hybrid fluidic concept C.
Some possible alternatives can be considered that would make the concept more
feasible. If the specifications for temperature range were narrowed to the
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more probable values to be encountered in operation, the specification map
might look like that shown in Figure 41. The temperature is seen 
to range from
about 228 K (410 R) to 367 K (660 R). With the temperature range narrowed, the
variable effects of temperature would be greatly reduced. The addition of a
follower regulator as was suggested by Figures 39 or 40 could also enhance
operation and accuracy. The follower regulation is depicted in Figure 42 by
the line "Ps-PR regulated."
Another possibility with this reduced temperature range would be to employ a
sonic venturi in the circuit. This would help improve operation and accuracy
by negating the possible effects of downstream oscillations on the 
controller.
The required values of inlet pressure to make it possible to use a sonic ven-
turi are shown in Figure 43.
An absolute regulator might also be used to coarsely control the supply pres-
sure above minimum conditions required for a sonic venturio This is shown by
the "Ps regulated" line in Figure 43.
Although the above variations in specifications show that the concept accuracy
could be generally improved, it is difficult to estimate which set of condi-
tions would provide for the most accurate control system. The best way to
obtain an estimate would be to build and test the circuit under the varied
conditions to find the optimum way or ways of obtaining accurate flow control.
Although the foregoing has dealt with the oxygen controller only, most of the
parts would be identical for the hydrogen side. Also, the trends in perform-
ance discussed for the oxygen side would apply to the hydrogen controller.
CONCEPT STATUS
Based on the foregoing detailed discussion of the critical elements for the hy-
brid fluidic concept, consideration of the possible modifications in the con-
figuration and consideration of the effects of the specifications, the status
of the concept can be summarized briefly as follows:
* The concept employs separate control on GH2 and G02.
e There is only one moving part (non-frictional) in each controller.
* The concept represents an advancement in the state of the art.
* Accuracy theoretically obtainable is excellent.
* Pressure anomalies are known to exist in the amplifiers although the
unwanted effects on the controlling of accuracy can be minimized by
proper circuit hook-up or by having coarse pressure regulation to the
amplifiers (low power) or by having coarse pressure regulation to the
main flow.
* Temperature anomalies are known to exist in the amplifiers but are not
well understood.
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* Pressure and temperature response are theoretically adequate but not
yet demonstrated.
* Changes in specifications as discussed previously would improve the
potential of this concept.
* Possible oscillations at the high input pressures may have to be damped
out at the expense of accuracy or response to maintain stability.
* The laminar restrictor has been designed but not yet built. The nature
of the metal etching and diffusion bonding process used for fabrication
of an annular restrictor design for this concept suggests that stain-
less steel should be selected as the material of construction. This
selection would minimize possible fabrication problems.
* The work to date shows that more development is necessary for the first
controller.
* The concept would be a reliable design once developed.
* The functionality has yet to be demonstrated for a complete controller
under the required pressure and temperature conditions.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the decision has been made to proceed with development of the Rocket-
dyne mechanical flow controller, it would do well to consider several recom-
mendations with regard to the effort to employ fluidic principles in a flow
control concept. The first two recommendations are the most important steps
that could be further pursued for this controller concept. These first two
recommendations are opposite in direction in that the first would attempt to
obtain more uniform operation within the basic amplifier before building a
complete controller while the second recommendation would attempt to consider
the potential operation of the system using the amplifiers as they are. Follow-
ing the first recommendation would be the better approach in attempting to
arrive at a highly accurate flow controller. However, it would require more
development time and cost than would following the second recommendation
directly. Pursuit of the second recommendation would arrive at a controller
in less time and cost but controller accuracy would probably be less than the
first approach.
The majority of the following, then, are recommendations to improve the poten-
tial of this concept as an accurate flow controller:
* Investigate elimination of anomalies in the amplifiers, at these pres-
sures and temperatures, by studying influence on performance of basic
amplifier profile in the interaction region.
* Breadboard one complete controller and test out factors influencing
accuracy and stability. Check under different circuit hook-ups for
the amplifiers and consider if coarse Ps regulation could help. Coarse
regulation could be tried for pilot flow to the amplifiers and/or to
the main metering valve.
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* If the Ps value would be high enough, consider the use of a sonic
venturi in breadboard testing to make the concept insensitive to down-
stream oscillations.
* Consider in detail the tradeoffs between a laminar restrictor and
series orifices in the sensing bridge to establ-ish the optimal means
of sensing pressure error.
* Investigate a more narrow band of operation with temperature and/or
pressure.
* Consider the hybrid fluidic concept C for use in other system
applications.
* Consider the other fluidic concepts presented in this effort for
use in other system applications.
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE
A Fluidic amplifier. Differentiated by subscripts
AL Cross-sectional area of load orifice
AS  Cross-sectional area of supply nozzle
Pc - PTV
Bias P 
- PTV
d Valve diameter
db Bellows' effective diameter
FCPU Flight Control Power Unit
K Gain
14 Mass flow rate
AP Differential control pressure to proportional amplifier in
a concept B
P Pressure associated with secondary and lesser flow path in
a device
APc = P l-Pc2 Differential control pressure
Pcl Proportional amplifier control pressure
Pc2 Proportional amplifier control pressure
PCL1 Left control pressure in a proportional amplifier
PCL2 Left control pressure in a proportional amplifier
PCRI Right control pressure in a proportional amplifier
PCR2 Right control pressure in a proportional amplifier
Pf Reference pressure
Pin Gas pressure upstream of the flow 
controller
P Pressure in the vortex chamber
0
AP0  PO P02 Differential output pressure
POL Left output pressure in a proportional amplifier
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POR Right output pressure in a proportional amplifier
PR Regulated pressure required at inlet to thrust chamber
PR Pressure upstream of venturi section in concept C
PR(T) Regulated pressure as a function of temperature
P S Pressure associated with the primary flow path through the
controller and generally is also the input pressure (PIN
P' Supply pressure to vortex amplifier in concept As
P(T) Pressure as a function of temperature
PTV Pressure at the throat of the venturi
P Diaphragm pressure
Pxl Pressure acting on one side of double bellows
Px2 Pressure acting on one side of double bellows
PCA Propellant conditioning assembly
QR Volume flow rate
R Fluidic resistor (orifice, restrictor). Differentiated by
subscripts
T Temperature
Tr  Temperature of the regulated gas
V Vent. Differentiated by subscripts
VL Volume associated with the laminar restrictor
VR Volume in the lines between the controller and the thrust
chamber
VT Volume associated with the turbulent orifices in the sensing
bridge of concept C
W Controller output flow for experimental test
W Control flow
R Controller output flow
WR Controller output flow
WS  Radial flow in a vortex amplifier
w0v Controller valve flow rate
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APPENDIX B
FLUERIC* APPROACHES
The initial effort of the program was to derive and evaluate feasible concepts
for the flow controller. Evaluation of various approaches led to the conclu-
sion that a flueric flow control system was not feasible for this application.
As a result several hybrid fluidic approaches were evolved and subsequently
evaluated. However, it is worth reviewing the various flueric approaches that
were eliminated earlier in the program. Although these approaches are not
suitable for this particular application, they are described briefly here for
potential consideration in a subsequent system application.
The all-flueric concepts are:
* Diverter System
* Single-Source Vortex
- Control by a Single Orifice
- Control by an Amplifier System
* Dual-Source Vortex
DIVERTER SYSTEM
This system has the primary fluidic component sized to provide the required
output flow at the lowest supply pressure and highest temperature; it dumps
excess flow at the higher supply pressures and lower gas temperatures. The
schematic for this system is shown in Figure 44.
This approach was eliminated because of the weight penalty that would be neces-
sary for the extra fuel that would be dumped to vent.
SINGLE-SOURCE VORTEX VALVE
This approach would use a single-pressure-source vortex valve. A single pres-
sure source and orifices would be used to obtain the required control-to-supply
pressure difference in order for the vortex valve to throttle the flow. Two
types of implementation for this approach are shown in Figures 45 and 46.
Single-Source Vortex Control by a Single Orifice
The method is shown in Figure 45. The inlet pressure (Pin) also acts as'the
control pressure (Pc). The vortex supply pressure (Ps), which must be lower
than the control pressure in order to have throttling capabilities, is obtained
by a series orifice in the input line.
No moving parts.
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Figure 44 - Schematic Dingram of Diverter System
The net effect of such a circuit can be shown to have only about a 1.2 to 1
(Wmax/Wmin) throttling capability. This concept was eliminated, then, since
it does not provide sufficient throttling capability for the desired flow
controller.
Single-Source Vortex Control by an Amplifier System
This is another pure fluidic approach to obtain flow regulating capabilities
This circuit schematic is shown in Figure 46 and the detailed circuit is shown
in Figure 47. The circuit consists of four main parts. They are:
(a) Vortex valve for throttling
(b) A gain block to drive the vortex valve
(c) A pressure error and temperature compensating circuit
(d) A choked venturi combination to establish a lower pressure
reference.
Although the circuit offers the advantage of no moving parts, this concept was
eliminated for several reasons:
(a) It has not been demonstrated whether a flow throttling capability of
better than 2-to-1 can be accomplished. This is based on limited
testing of a vortex valve driven by a proportional amplifier.
(b) The number of fluidic elements required to implement each part of the
circuit is large enough to raise serious questions about system accu-
racy and stability, caused by complex interactions of fluidic parts,
and about potential fluid noise.
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(c) The required operating characteristics of a number of the fluidic
elements have not been demonstrated.
(d) Because of the number of elements that would be required, past ex-
perience has shown that much increased development time and cost
would be necessary for the test- evaluation portion of this concept.
For the above reasons, the potential development success and accuracy of the
proposed approach was rated poor and therefore eliminated from further
consideration.
DUAL-SOURCE VORTEX VALVE
The dual-source vortex valve requires a separate control and supply pressure
source. One possible configuration is shown in Figure 48. The pressure dif-
ference between supply and control pressure for the regulating vortex valve is
developed by a common, coarse, fluidic regulator located at the propellant
accumulators. However, it is not clear of what elements the coarse fluidic
regulator would consist. Three other important aspects are that system response
would be coupled to that of the coarse regulator, double lines to the final
regulator would be needed, and additional valving would probably be necessary
for start-up and shut-down operation. For these reasons, this approach was
eliminated.
7 z VORTEX VALVE
Ps PR FWR
s O LOAD
REF.
CIRCUIT c P2
Pc > SP
PROPORTIONAL
P AMPLIFIER
Figure 48 - Dual-Source Vortex
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APPENDIX C
OTHER HYBRID FLUIDIC APPROACHES
During the concept derivation and evaluation period, several hybrid fluidic
concepts evolved which had more potential than any of the flueric approaches.
One concept was known at the beginning of the effort from similar work conducted
for the U.S. Navy. A second concept evolved from the first during the initial
effort of this program. Two more concepts were derived during the concept eval-
uation phase. One concept was subsequently rated the most potential fluidic
concept and was therefore discussed in the main body of this report. The other
hybrid fluidic concepts are briefly reviewed in this appendix.
A brief summary of the control elements for each of these three concepts is
listed in Table VI. It can be seen that the primary flow modulation is by a
mechanical metering element while the error sensing and control are handled by
the fluidic elements.
TABLE VI - SUMMARY OF CONTROL ELEMENTS FOR HYBRID CONCEPTS
Hybrid Primary Pressure P(T)
Hybridt Flow Area Error Amplification Reference
Concept Modulation Sensing
Temperature-
Mechanical Confined- SensitiveVortex
A Metering Jet Amplifier Orifices
Element Amplifier With By-Pass
Flow
Temperature-
Mechanical Orifice- Sensitive
B Metering Amplifier Amplifier Orifices
Element Bridge With By-Pass
Flow
Temperature-
Mechanical SensitiveVortex VortexD Metering Amplifier Amplifier Orifices
Element Amplifier Amplifier With Feedback
Flow
Although these concepts were eventually eliminated from further development,
some other system application or a revision in the specifications for this
application could warrant a renewed evaluation of these hybrid concepts.
HYBRID FLUIDIC CONTROLLER - A
The functional block diagram is shown in Figure 49 and the system schematic is
shown in Figure 50. Mechanical moving parts perform the primary flow area
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modulation with fluidic elements providing position reference to the primary
metering area and final throttling of the flow.
The confined-jet amplifier was considered the critical component in the circuit
for operation with low pressure drop. To examine this element, a variable model
confined-jet amplifier was built and tested. -Test results -(shown in Figure 51)
revealed that a minimum input pressure of about 5.34 x 106 N/m2 (775 psia)
would be necessary for possible operation with the confined-jet amplifier as a
control element.
An option to the confined jet that had potential was a proportional amplifier
used in line with error sensing orifices. A closed-vent proportional amplifier
was built and tested for its potential in the circuit (see Figure 52). Results
of the tests at low pressure ratios showed that gain was too low for feedback
control, a high supply pressure would be required, and fluid noise was a pro-
blem. It might have been possible to improve the noise conditions in the design
of the amplifier, but the other factors of low gain and high pressure drop led
to the elimination of this concept.
HYBRID FLUIDIC CONTROLLER - B
This approach is similar to that discussed in the previous section except that
implementation of the fluidic elements is quite different. The functional
block diagram is shown in Figure 53 and the system schematic is shown in Fig-
ure 54. The proportional amplifier is used in line with laminar and turbulent
error sensing orifices. The vortex valve in this case has two opposing con-
trol pressures and a third control is brought in to obtain some initial swirl
for bias. The initial swirl places the steady-state operating point down on
the throttling curve.
An important element in this design is the proportional amplifier. Tests were
conducted to consider proportional amplifier operation in this type of circuit.
Results (see Figure 52) showed that low gain, large pressure drop, and fluid
noise made this concept less desirable than the type C controller. In addi-
tion, the multiple input type of vortex would require its own development since
most prior work on vortex devices have been for a single signal input. There-
fore, this concept was eliminated from further consideration.
HYBRID FLUIDIC CONTROLLER - D
The hybrid concept D was considered to have more potential than either concepts
A or B and was therefore evaluated in greater detail. The functional block
diagram for the type D controller is shown in Figure 55 and the schematic is
shown in Figure 56. The major control elements are:
* poppet
* diaphragm
Sspring
* vortex chamber
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Figure 51 - Confined-Jet Amplifier Performance
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Figure 52 - 15PA36 Proportional-Amplifier Results
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Figure 53 - Functional Block Diagram of Hybrid Fluidic Concept B
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Figure 54 - Schematic Diagram of Hybrid Fluidic Concept B
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Figure 55 - Functional Block Diagram of Hybrid Fluidic Concept D
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Figure 56 - Schematic Diagram of Hybrid Fluidic Concept D
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* venturi
* temperature compensator (2)
* check valve
* manifolding
The inlet pressure is used both as a source of radial flow through the vortex
and as control, or swirl, flow. Therefore, the inlet pressure is equal to the
control pressure, Pin = Pc. The radial flow, Ws, into the vortex chamber is
governed by the pressure drop, Pc - Po, into the vortex chamber and the poppet
area, ndx. The force balance on the poppet governs the gap x. The design is
constructed so that Pc internally balances itself, thereby producing no unbalance
force component on the poppet. This is accomplished by making the poppet sur-
face area equal to the effective diaphragm area.
The requirement is to maintain the output flow, WR, constant. Therefore,
W + W = W = constant (C-l)
c s R
This relationship between Wc and Ws can be held by having the proper gap, x, for
every value of input pressure, Pc. Once the required gap is known for a par-
ticular vortex with various input pressures, that gap versus chamber pressure
determines what the spring force must be to balance the poppet.
The requirements for a vortex valve to operate in this concept are typified in
Figure 57. As shown, the desired characteristics are vertical turndown curves
(Pc = CONST) over the pressure range. Vertical curves allow for reliable char-
acteristics that the area scheduler can match. In addition the vertical charac-
teristics can then be manipulated mathematically to scale up or down in flow or
size to optimize performance.
In summary, the vortex chamber pressure is used directly to control the area,
dropping Pc to Po. Po is the radial component of flow in the vortex chamber.
The inlet pressure acts directly as a control source to obtain swirl and there-
by provide the required flow throttling. For Figure 56, PR is shown fed back as
a reference to the back-side of the diaphragm. Temperature compensation would
be achieved by the use of a venturi and a set of temperature compensating ori-
fices. The reference line to the venturi throat would use a small percentage
of total flow.
Breadboard Tests
To study the potential of this concept, the metering element and the vortex
valve were built separately for testing. The test schematic is shown in Fig-
ure 58.
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Figure 57 - Typical Vortex Characteristics of Hybrid Fluidic Concept D
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Figure 58 - Schematic Diagram for Breadboard Test
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A nonlinear spring force was used to control the gap for radial flow into the
vortex chamber rather than using a tapered gap area. Proper preload was also
accomplished by spring force rather than using the reference pressure Pf to act
on a diaphragm.
Characteristics of the vortex at scaled-down flow rates are shown in Figure 59.
Fourteen points were taken with increasing input pressures to define the rela-
tionship between Pc and Po to provide constant flow output of about 0.018 Kg/s
(0.04 pps). Data for the points are also listed in Table VII. Equation (C-l)
is then used to define the required spring force at every poppet gap. This re-
lationship is shown in Figure 60. The point numbers correspond to those in
Figure 59. Springs were then used to curve-fit this function.
TABLE VII - VORTEX REQUIREMENTS FOR W = 0.018 Kg/s (0.04 pps)
P - Ps P
Point
N/m2  psi N/m2  psia
1 0.003 x 106 0.4 2.986 x 106 433
2 0.014 2.0 3.179 461
3 0.018 2.6 3.289 477
4 0.022 3.2 3.420 496
5 0.028 4.0 3.592 521
6 0.033 4.8 3.778 548
7 0.045 6.5 4.192 608
8 0.051 7.4 4.454 646
9 0.051 7.4 4.689 680
10 0.055 8.0 4.840 702
11 0.058 8.4 4.958 719
12 0.061 8.8 5.089 738
13 0.069 10.0. 5.295 768
14 0.080 11.2 5.495 797
Reference: Figure 59.
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Figure 59 - Vortex Characteristics for Scaled-Down Flow
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Figure 60 - Required Force versus Gap for Mechanical Metering Element
Results of a steady-state test run are shown in Figure 61. Sources of inaccu-
racies for this run are variations in spring force from the desired value, some
friction in the breadboard version of the poppet because of the guided sleeve
and possibly measurement errors. Inaccuracies in the spring force correlate
directly with inaccuracies in flow in a ratio of about 1:1 (i.e., 1 percent
spring force error produces about 1 percent flow error). -This becomes very
significant since temperature effects on the spring force must be taken 
into
account.
The prime items that were investigated by the tests were: vortex characteris-
tics with subsonic exit flow; minimum pressure drop for operation; sensitivity
to spring force and other potential anomalies. Test results indicated 
suffi-
cient vortex strength at subsonic flow conditions, sensitivity to spring force
setting, and a larger minimum pressure drop than needed in the type C controller.
Temperature Compensation
To consider the effects of temperature on the operating characteristics, a com-
puter program using prior vortex data was utilized. Although absolute values
could not be compared to the breadboard tests discussed above, the trends of
operation with temperature were assumed to be quite representative. Figure 62
shows the required metered area for vortex supply flow over the pressure drop
range and for different temperatures to maintain constant flow rate. The non-
linear characteristic is, of course, undesirable. If the supply flow area were
to be adjusted by a steady-state adjustment of Pf by way of the temperature
compensating orifices, a representative compensation curve of the vortex supply
area would be as shown in Figure 63. However, even if this curve were monitored
exactly by the compensating elements, the accuracy over the temperature range
would be only within about +4 percent.
Summary of Controller - D
In summary of the hybrid fluidic concept D, the following advantages and dis-
advantages can be enumerated. The controller has few moving parts, potentially
good response, and general design simplicity. However, the required nonlinear
spring force function, high pressure drop, sensitivity to downstream oscilla-
tions and large package volume are decided disadvantages.
In conclusion, then, for the desired specifications, the concept D controller
must be rated as no better than a coarse controller for the current application.
The inaccuracy figure results from the following sources of error:
Inaccuracy caused by upstream pressure
Inaccuracy caused by temperature effects on vortex-poppet operation
Inaccuracy caused by temperature effects on spring force
Inaccuracy in temperature compensation orifices
Inaccuracy caused by downstream fluctuations
Inaccuracy caused by spring force setting
Hysteresis, fluid noise, shock and vibration
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